Head direction (HD), boundary vector, grid and place cells in the entorhinal-hippocampal system form the brain's navigational system that allows to identify the animal's current location. How the functions of these specialized neuron types are acquired and how their computations relate to each other remain to be understood. Firing patterns of HD neurons are influenced by the ambulatory constraints imposed upon the animal by the boundaries of the explored environment. In the post-subiculum, the main cortical stage of HD signal processing, the amount of spatial information is increased compared to their driving thalamic inputs by the combination of the HD signal with other sensory modalities. In addition, HD signal directly reach the hippocampus, likely conveyed from the thalamus. These findings demonstrate how the HD and other sensory information can be transduced into a spatial code in parallel, distributed pathways.
Introduction
Sensory signals are processed by the central nervous system in a hierarchical manner (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) . As one moves from the periphery to the core of the brain, the controlling role of sensory inputs on neuronal firing patterns decreases, whereas higher-level features, including multimodal information and accumulated memory, play an increasing role (Pastalkova et al., 2008) . Striking examples of such transformation are the integration of sensory features into spatial information by the grid cells in the entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; McNaughton et al., 2006) and place cells in the hippocampus (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . Together, they form the basis of a cognitive map (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) and convey the highest amount of spatial information in the limbic system (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993 ). Yet, it is not well understood how spatial information arises from sensory inputs (O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996) . The head direction system (Ranck, 1985; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube, 1995 Taube, , 2007 Taube et al., 1990a ) is a critical part of the navigation system Winter et al., 2015) . The head-direction signal originates in the vestibular system (Sharp et al., 2001; Taube, 1995 Taube, , 2007 and is updated by external sensory inputs, including visual information (Acharya et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2012; Taube et al., 1990b; Zugaro et al., 2003) that references the signal to the environment. The HD signal thus constitutes the simplest allocentric signal of the navigation system. It is conveyed to the parahippocampal region by the antero-dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (ADn) (Sharp et al., 2001; Taube, 2007) . The post-subiculum (PoS) is the main cortical recipient of ADn output (Ding, 2013; Peyrache et al., 2015; Shibata, 1993) and acts as a relay of HD signal to the other structures of the parahippocampal system (Ding, 2013; Preston-Ferrer et al., 2016; Tukker et al., 2015) . In addition, the PoS receives inputs from different sensory and association cortices (Ding, 2013) and, thus, occupies a central position in the chain of spatial information processing. In turn, the feedback arising from the PoS onto thalamic HD neurons updates the HD representation and aligns it to the external world (Goodridge and Taube, 1997) . The HD signal, conveyed directly (Shibata, 1993) or indirectly (Ding, 2013; Preston-Ferrer et al., 2016; Tukker et al., 2015) by ADn neurons, is present in all structures of the parahippocampal circuit (Acharya et al., 2016; Chen et al., 1994; Leutgeb et al., 2000; Rubin et al., 2014; Sargolini et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2016; Taube et al., 1990a) . Using various empirical metrics and, often, arbitrary threshold criteria, a variety of neuron classes have been segregated and named (Boccara et al., 2010; Brandon et al., 2011; Cacucci et al., 2004; Giocomo et al., 2014; Hinman et al., 2016; Kropff et al., 2015; Lever et al., 2009; Sargolini et al., 2006; Savelli et al., 2008; Sharp, 1996; Solstad et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2016) , although the boundaries among these classes are not uncontested (Krupic et al., 2012) . Whereas place cells in the hippocampus and grid cells in the entorhinal cortex are undisputed classes of the brain's navigation system, most neurons in the parahippocampal regions represent intermediate forms. Many neurons unite two or more features (referred to as conjunctive cells) (Sharp, 1996) , for example conjunctive grid cells with both spatial and HD information (Boccara et al., 2010; Brandon et al., 2011; Sargolini et al., 2006) . Border cells or boundary vector cells observed within the medial entorhinal cortex and other parahippocampal structures, fire preferentially at the edges of the environment or signal the distance from the animal to the borders (Lever et al., 2009; Savelli et al., 2008; Solstad et al., 2008) . Border and HD neurons emerge at the earliest stage of ontogenetic development and precede the development of grid cells and place cells (Bjerknes et al., 2014 (Bjerknes et al., , 2015 Langston et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2015; Wills et al., 2010) . HD neurons and border cells, therefore, may be considered as fundamental building blocks of the spatial code (O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996) . In support of this hypothesis, grid representation is severely impaired after destruction of ADn neurons (Winter et al., 2015) . Furthermore, the geometry of the environment exerts a strong influence on the development and firing patterns of place and grid fields (Krupic et al., 2015; O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Stensola et al., 2015) .
Despite all these important results, it remains to be demonstrated how activity of HD neurons, sensory information and active exploration by the animal interact and assist in the emergence of a spatial map. In the present experiments, we demonstrate how the animal's behavior itself can influence spatial metric (Wiltschko et al., 2015) . Specifically, we present evidence that, because of stereotypical behaviors, HD cells in the thalamus (ADn) convey spatial information from the viewpoint of a downstream reader. In contrast, HD cells in the PoS convey true spatial information by combining the allocentric HD information with body-centered, egocentric signals, such as the relationship between the ambulatory pattern of the mouse and boundaries of the environment. Such conjunction may be the first stage of computation that integrates primary information to establish the cognitive map.
Results
Neurons were recorded in the anterior thalamus, the post-subiculum and the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus of freely moving mice. In ADn neurons, HD information was high and uniform with a narrow unimodal distribution (see METHODS), demonstrating that neurons of this thalamic nucleus selectively carry HD signal. In contrast, PoS and CA1 units represent a mixture of neurons from high to low values of HD information. While spatial information was highest in CA1 with little overlap between HD and place-specific neurons, it was comparably high in ADn and PoS pyramidal cells, implying that HD neurons may also carry spatial information. It is often assumed that the role of the HD signal is to update, in combination with speed and other proprioceptive information, the current estimate of the position by path integration (Burgess et al., 2007; Etienne and Jeffery, 2004; McNaughton et al., 2006; Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt, 1980; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997) . However, our results show that HD neurons convey a significant amount of spatial information ( Figure 1A ). The HD information to parahippocampal and hippocampal structures may be conveyed in a serial manner. Alternatively, the place coding system could gain direct HD input from ADn, representing a distributed organization ( Figure 1B ).
By definition, a 'pure' head direction signal is affected by the HD of the animal and nothing else. On the other hand, the spatial specificity of spiking of HD neurons is inevitably affected by the presence of environmental boundaries (Cacucci et al., 2004) . Since not all head directions can be displayed equally near the walls, this bias results in a non-uniform distribution of spikes, as illustrated for an example ADn HD neuron ( Figure 2A ). The neuron exhibits strikingly higher firing rates along the walls parallel to the preferred orientation. As a result of such physical constraint, the amount of spatial information conveyed by this cell (~0.6 bit/spike) is comparable in magnitude to information reported in other parahippocampal areas and cell types (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Wills et al., 2010) . However, this spatial information is spurious, and can be attributed to the wall-constrained non-uniform distribution of spikes (Cacucci et al., 2004) . To estimate the neuron's true spatial information, independent of its HD tuning, we generated series of random spike trains drawn from a Poisson distribution depending exclusively on the current heading of the animal at each point in time and the cell's HD tuning curve. We therefore defined the 'unbiased spatial information' conveyed by a neuron, as the difference between the observed and control (i.e., HD-corrected) information per spike. An example of such a spike train displays a very similar non-uniform spatial distribution ( Figure 2B ), resulting in equally high level of spatial information. The low unbiased spatial information of this HD neuron shows that the neuron was only modulated by the head-direction of the animal (for further examples, see Figure 2C -D and S1). Figure 2E illustrates how the HD probability distribution is affected by the presence of the walls. North ("N") and South ("S") orientations occurred more frequently along the East ("E") and West ("W") walls because mice rarely run straight all the way to the walls. Instead, they turn and run parallel with the wall. Similarly, E and W orientations concentrated more frequently along the N and S walls. The animal's orientation bias was measured as the concentration of the animal's heading in the two possible directions parallel to the walls. Concentration was significantly higher 10 cm or less from the nearest walls than at the center of environment, measured between 15-25 cm from the walls (p<10 -7 , Mann-Whitney U test; Figure 1D ). These findings demonstrate that animals exhibit biased behavior while exploring an open environment with boundaries.
Next, we quantified the relationship between HD and spatial information, using the above methods, for all recorded neurons in the thalamus and PoS. When restricted to neurons with HD information (see METHODS), spatial and HD information rates were positively correlated in both ADn (black dots in Figure 3A , b; r = 0.59, n=205, p<10 -10 , Pearson's test) and PoS (r = 0.81, n=88, p<10 -10 , Pearson's test). This correlation did not depend on other factors, such as firing rate difference between neurons (partial correlations with firing rates accounted for less than 5% of the HD-spatial information correlation). The correlation between HD and spatial information showed a maximum for a spatial binning of 4-6cm ( Figure 3B ), although spatial information monotonically decreased with spatial binning ( Figure S2A ). The same relationship was observed between HD and spatial information when spatial information was estimated with a cross-validated procedure ( Figure S2B 
Putative pyramidal neurons in the PoS that were not classified as HD neurons still conveyed significant amount of HD information and spatial information, compared for example with putative interneurons ( Figure 3C ). When spatial information was corrected for the animal's behavior through the procedure described above (see Figure 2A -B), the resulting actual spatial information vanished in ADn neurons but persisted in PoS HD neurons, as well as other putative excitatory cells ( Figure 3D , purple dots in Figure 3A ). Hence, PoS neurons convey actual spatial information. The remaining unbiased spatial information was comparable between PoS HD cells and non-HD pyramidal cells (p=0.2, Mann-Whitney U test). This increase in unbiased spatial information depended on the anatomical structure, but not on the firing rate during exploration (p<10 -10 and p>0.05, respectively; two-way ANOVA), as shown by the significant difference between the ADn and the PoS in all three firing rate groups of neurons ( Figure 3E ; firing rate ranges were divided in rate groups of approximately equal size for PoS HD neurons; p<0.001 for all three groups; N=31, 26, 31 Pos neurons and N=40, 29, 136 ADn neurons; Mann-Whitney U test). Inhomogeneous spatial sampling could result in spurious spatial and HD modulation of neuronal discharge (Muller et al., 1994) . Average unbiased spatial information was significantly higher in the PoS than in the ADn in 18 (out of 19) sessions (three animals) where the two neuronal populations were simultaneously recorded ( Figure 3F ; p<0.001; Mann-Whitney U test). These results rule out any non-specific bias resulting in the increase of unbiased spatial information in the PoS HD neurons as compared to ADn neurons.
The positive correlation between HD and spatial information was present not only in the open field but even more so in a multi-arm maze ( Figure 4A -C, p<10 -10 for both conditions, n=57 ADn neurons, Pearson's test) where the mouse behavior is even more constrained. As a result, the 'gain' (slope of spatial versus HD information) was stronger in the radial arm maze than in the open field (p=7.7 10 -5 , t-test) although the HD information was similar in both conditions ( Figure  4D ; p>0.05, sign test).
How do PoS neurons convey actual spatial information? The PoS neurons, in addition to thalamic afferents, also receive inputs from sensory cortices (Ding, 2013) . In contrast to ADn neurons, the example HD cell from the PoS (Figure 5A -C) fired mainly along E wall, parallel with its HD tuning curve but less so along the W wall. It conveyed more than 1 bit of spatial information per spike and approximately half of this information could not be explained by its HD tuning curve and behavioral bias alone ( Figure 5C ). We hypothesized that this neuron integrated the HD signal with specific sensory information, hence HD information was biased by behavioral and environmental features. We tested this hypothesis with a Generalized Linear Model (Harris, 2005; Truccolo et al., 2005) by regressing the HD information separately against each one of the 4 walls. The example neuron was positively modulated by the presence of the animal along the E wall ( Figure 5D ). This extra sensory modulation may reflect input from a spatially localized cue (E wall) or could reflect an 'egocentric' signal: "a wall is on my left side". To differentiate between these possibilities, we also regressed the example neuron's firing pattern with a signal informing whether a wall was situated on the right or left side of its body. This analysis revealed that the firing of this neuron was better predicted by the combination of HD and a wall being on the left side of the body ( Figure 5D ; see Figure 5E -F and Figure S3 for more examples). At the population level, HD and other pyramidal neurons in the PoS (many of which convey significant amount of HD information independent of whether they were classified as HD neurons or not; see Figure 1A ) showed significantly stronger modulation by their preferred border than thalamic ADn neurons ( Figure 5G ; ADn HD neurons vs. PoS HD and non-HD neurons p<0.001; n=204, 88, 76 ADn HD neurons, PoS HD neurons and non-HD neurons respectively; Mann-Whitney U test). Unbiased spatial information was mainly conveyed by principal neurons in the entire cell population in the PoS: as a comparison, the difference between ADn HD neurons and PoS interneurons was significant (p<0.01; n=76 PoS INT; Mann-Whitney U test) but small (0.054 vs. 0.046) and non-significant when a parametric test was used (p>0.05; t-test). In addition, similar differences between ADn and PoS HD neurons were observed when spike trains were regressed against the position of the animal relative to the walls ( Figure S4 ). Modulation by borders did not differ between areas when cells were regressed only against the presence of the walls (i.e. without the instantaneous expected firing rate from their HD tuning curve): in this case, ADn HD neurons do convey 'spurious' modulation by walls ( Figure S4 ). Overall, the spatial correlates of PoS neurons, independent of whether they conveyed HD information or not, were correlated with their wall-body ( Figure 5H ; r=0.31, p<0.01; Pearson's test; p>0.05 for ADn HD neurons), suggesting that this additional source of information explains the unbiased information observed in PoS HD neurons.
The subset of neurons with high unbiased spatial information may be additionally driven by nonvestibular sensory inputs or hippocampal output signals, They are thus less likely to exhibit invariant coordination across brain states, especially during sleep when the system is disengaged from its external inputs (Peyrache et al., 2015) . To test for this hypothesis, we compared pairwise correlations of HD cells in wake and sleep (either Rapid Eye Movement -REM -or non-REM sleep stages). PoS HD neurons conveying low unbiased spatial info (cell pairs of neurons within the first 33th percentile) had highly preserved correlations during wake and sleep ( Figure 6A,B) . In contrast, HD cell pairs that were the most spatially tuned (top 33th percentile) had much less wake preserved correlations in both REM and non-REM ( Figure  6A,B ; Fischer's test, p<0.01 for wake versus REM and non-REM, n=35 and 37 cell pairs in the bottom and top 33th percentile, respectively). ADn HD neurons showed an almost perfectly preserved correlations across brain states ( Figure 6B; p>0.05; n=164 and 202 pairs of bottom and top 33th percentile, respectively) in agreement with the hypothesis that neurons of the HD circuits are coordinated by internal dynamics that are largely independent of brain state (Peyrache et al., 2015) .
Does the hippocampal network also directly utilize the HD signal from the ADn to generate a place code? This is a possibility as the hippocampus also contains HD neurons (Acharya et al., 2016; Leutgeb et al., 2000; Rubin et al., 2014) . These HD cells are often recorded outside the pyramidal layer (Leutgeb et al., 2000) as seen on an example recording from a silicon probe where three HD neurons were isolated on the medio-dorsal portion of CA1 in the alveus/oriens layers ( Figure 7A ). HD units in the hippocampus were synchronous with HD neurons in the ADn at a submillisecond timescale as shown by the near 0-lag peak in the cross-correlograms between ADn and hippocampal HD neurons with overlapping tuning curves ( Figure 7B ). The synchronization score (see METHODS) between ADn HD neurons and hippocampal HD neurons was higher than with non-HD neurons (p<0.05; n=12,51 hippocampal HD and non-HD neurons respectively; Mann Whitney U test). We also found one hippocampal HD neuron that showed a ~5ms delay with ADn spikes, a time lag characteristic of synaptic delay. In the same session, another neuron recorded in the alveus was synchronous with ADn neurons ( Figure  S5 ). Finally, hippocampal HD neurons were significantly less entrained by theta oscillations than other hippocampal neurons ( 
Discussion
We demonstrate here that HD signals are present at every stage of the spatial navigation signal. HD cells can carry spurious spatial information under environmental constraints. HD neurons in ADn showed symmetric, elongated 'place fields'. The symmetry was broken in PoS neurons by the addition of sensory information so that the place fields meet the criteria of 'border cells' firing most effectively close to one of the walls, demonstrating how sensory information can convert HD signal into a spatial code. The hippocampus was dominated by bone fide place cells, with only a minority of neurons expressing HD information. The presence of sharply tuned HD units in the alveus/oriens in the medial CA1 region suggested that thalamic HD information can directly reach each stage of the navigation system in a parallel manner. Our findings demonstrate how the combination of the HD signal and egocentric information leads to a spatial signal.
If the animal's head orientation were unrestricted and homogenous at all locations, the HD system would convey a pure head direction signal, irrespective of the animal's position. However, most animals live in structured environments and possess genetically determined stereotypical behaviors; for example, rodents are agoraphobic and preferentially walk along borders and sheltered routes (Horev et al., 2007; Wiltschko et al., 2015) . When environmental signals are combined with HD signals, the downstream 'reader' networks can establish a probabilistic inference about the animal's position. Since firing of HD neurons is controlled mainly by distal cues (Zugaro et al., 2001) , whereas local cues can inform the brain about nearby walls, the combined information can be used to represent environmental boundaries.
The definition of borders is crucial in calibrating a spatial representation (Diba and Buzsaki, 2008; Doeller et al., 2008; Gothard et al., 1996; Krupic et al., 2015; Muller and Kubie, 1987; O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Stensola et al., 2015) . In addition, borders serve as a 'reset' signal to correct for accumulated errors of path integration Hardcastle et al., 2015) . "Border cells' or 'boundary vector cells' in the medial entorhinal cortex and surrounding areas are active along a specific wall of the enclosure (Lever et al., 2009; Savelli et al., 2008; Solstad et al., 2008) . The origin of this code remains unknown but border cells are assumed to rely on low-level sensory signals. This may explain why border cells and HD cells emerge early in development, prior to grid cells and place cells, which may require extensive exploration of the environment (Bjerknes et al., 2014 (Bjerknes et al., , 2015 Langston et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2015; Wills et al., 2010) .
Local sensory inputs can be provided by activation of the whiskers (haptic flow) or optic flow near walls. We observed that the association of the HD signal with local egocentric information can break symmetries imposed by the environment (Krupic et al., 2015; Stensola et al., 2015) . Active sensing with whiskers can generate a distance code of the nearest wall in the barrel cortex (Sofroniew et al., 2015) . As a result of symmetry breaking, spatial information can be incorporated by HD neurons in the PoS (Cacucci et al., 2004) . A "pure" HD cell in a square environment tends to fire along the two opposite walls parallel to its preferred direction. However, when its HD tuning is combined with an egocentric signal, the cell fires only along one of the walls, effectively doubling its spatial information content (as in the example neuron in Figure 5A -C). The combination of these two streams of inputs, HD and local egocentric, may be considered as building blocks of a code for environment boundaries. When the walls are not parallel to the preferred direction of HD neurons, for example in circular environments, such mechanism may fail (Savelli et al., 2008) . These cells can also be influenced by hippocampal outputs or other sensory inputs and may thus combine HD and place signals.
ADn neurons, and member cells of the HD circuit in general, are believed to be endowed with attractor dynamics, emerging from local circuits or inherited from upstream attractors (Knierim and Zhang, 2012; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube, 2007) . This hypothesis was confirmed by the demonstration that temporal coordination between HD neurons was strongly preserved across brain states, suggesting a system largely driven by internally generated activity (Peyrache et al., 2015) . In contrast, spatially tuned HD neurons that are driven by external signals may reduce their temporal coordination in other behavioral contexts, for example during sleep. In agreement with this hypothesis, the coordination between HD neurons in the PoS that were the most spatially modulated was much less preserved during sleep compared to wake than HD neurons with no or limited spatial modulation. These findings point to the relatively 'rigid' and plastic properties of the members of the HD and spatial systems, respectively.
The organization of the HD circuit is often described as a labeled line, bottom-up network where cortical feedback is primarily involved in aligning the signal with the external world (Sharp et al., 2001; Taube, 2007) . However, the ADn projects to multiple locations of the parahippocampal formation (Ding, 2013; Shibata, 1993) . In addition, our findings indicate that certain HD cells in the PoS may convey more information beyond the HD signal (Cacucci et al., 2004) . Similarly, the MEC is reached directly by ADn neurons (Shibata, 1993) , where some neurons exhibit a conjunction of HD and grid signals (Brandon et al., 2011; Sargolini et al., 2006) . More generally, neurons in the MEC and the subicular complex exhibit a wide range of combination of spatial, HD and speed signals (Boccara et al., 2010; Brandon et al., 2011; Cacucci et al., 2004; Giocomo et al., 2014; Hinman et al., 2016; Kropff et al., 2015; Sargolini et al., 2006; Sharp, 1996; Tang et al., 2016) . The HD signal present in many neurons of these structures can ultimately support a spatial map or a path integration process.
HD information is essential for maintaining grid cells of the entorhinal grid cells (Winter et al., 2015) and may also be important for hippocampal place cells. Although HD and spatial signals get combined in several structures, the two streams of information appear to keep their identity. Neurons with true spatial properties are modulated by hippocampal theta oscillations (Brandon et al., 2011) and neurons modulated by the theta rhythm provide a dynamical definition of the limbic system (Buzsáki, 2002) . In contrast, 'pure' HD neurons, independent of the structure in which they reside, are not affected by theta oscillations (Brandon et al., 2011; Cacucci et al., 2004) . Instead, members of the HD system communicate by a fast oscillations (150-250 Hz; (Peyrache et al., 2015) . These separate streams may serve to distinguish between externally imposed and internally coordinated mechanisms.
Materials and Methods

Electrodes, surgery and data acquisition.
Some of the data from the present report were previously published (Peyrache, 2015) . Briefly, seven mice were implanted with silicon probes (4, 6 or 8 shank, 32 or 64 channel Buzsaki probes, Neuronexus, MI) in the ADn (coordinates from bregma: Antero-Posterior: −0.6 mm; Medio-Lateral:−0.5 to −1.9 mm; Dorso-Ventral: 2.2 mm). Three out of these seven mice were also implanted over the post-subiculum (coordinates from bregma: AP: −4.25 mm: ML: −1 to −2 mm; DV: 0.75 mm). Three mice that were implanted in the ADn but not in the PoS were implanted with five 50 µm diameter tungsten wires over CA1. Three other animals were implanted over CA1 with one 8 shank, 64 recording site silicon probe (one animal) or two 4 shank, 32 site probes bilaterally (two animals) (coordinates: AP: -1.7; ML: ±1.1).
During the recording session, neurophysiological signals were acquired continuously at 20 kHz on a 256-channel Amplipex system (Szeged; 16-bit resolution, analog multiplexing). The wideband signal was downsampled to 1.25 kHz and used as the LFP signal. For tracking the position of the animals on the open maze and in its home cage during rest epochs, two small light-emitting diodes (5-cm separation), mounted above the headstage, were recorded by a digital video camera at 30 frames per second. The LED locations were detected online and resampled at 39 Hz by the acquisition system. Spike sorting was performed semi-automatically, using KlustaKwik (http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/). This was followed by manual adjustment of the waveform clusters using the software Klusters.
After 4-7 d of recovery, probes were lowered towards their target structures. In animals implanted over the ADn, the thalamic probe was lowered until the first thalamic units could be detected on at least 2-3 shanks. At the same time, hippocampal wires were slowly lowered until reaching the CA1 pyramidal layer, characterized by high amplitude ripple oscillations. The relative location of the other wires was further assessed by ripple-triggered field potentials (see Figure Supplementary 5 ). One or two individual neurons could usually be isolated from these wires using same isolation procedure as for high-density silicon probes. The thalamic probe was then lowered by 70-140 µm at the end of each session. In the animals implanted in both the thalamus and in the PoS, the subicular probe was moved everyday once large HD cell ensembles were recorded from the thalamus. Thereafter, the thalamic probes were left at the same position as long as the quality of the recordings remained. They were subsequently adjusted to optimize the yield of HD cells. To prevent statistical bias of neuron sampling, we discarded from analysis sessions separated by less than 3 d during which the thalamic probe was not moved. In animals implanted with silicon probes over CA1, probes were lowered until the CA1 region is reached. Only one session per animal was analyzed in the current manuscript.
Recording sessions and behavioral procedure.
Recording sessions were composed of exploration of an open environment (wake phase) followed and preceded by rest/sleep epochs. Animals implanted in the ADn were foraging for food for 30-45 mins in a 53-× 46-cm rectangular arena surrounded by 21-cm-high, blackpainted walls on which were displayed two salient visual cues. A total of 37 sessions showing homogeneous visit within the environment were analyzed. In 19 sessions (three animals), the ADn and PoS were simultaneously recorded. Two of the four only animals implanted in the ADn (not the PoS) explored a radial arm maze (three sessions each) in addition to the open environment (Figure 4 ). Animals implanted with silicon probes over CA1 explored a circular maze (80 cm in diameter). All experiments were carried out during daylight in normal light-dark cycle. All behavioral measures were computed when the animal was in movement (speed >2.5 cm/s) Head-direction neurons. HD tuning curves were obtained by counting the number of spikes for each head direction (in bins of 6°) and then divided by the occupancy (in seconds) of the animal in each direction bin. Neurons were categorized as HD cell when a shuffling of their spike train resulted in a significant resulting vector (1000 shuffles, p<=0.001), when they showed high stability between the first and second half of the session (Pearson's correlation between the tuning curves r>0.75) and the concentration factor of the spikes' phases around their mean of the tuning curve was higher than 1 (Fisher 1993).
Information measure. Spatial (or HD) information was first computed as the mutual information between animal's location (or HD) and the neurons' firing rate at each location (Skaggs, 1994) .
where x is either a spatial or head-direction bin, λ(x) is the firing rate of the neuron in the bin x, λ is the mean firing rate and p(x) is the probability of occupancy at bin x.
Spatial mutual information decreases monotonically with the size of spatial bins. To control for this potential confound, in Supplementary Fig. 3 , spatial information was estimated through a cross-validation procedure (Harris 2004) . 90% of the data was used to estimate the 'place field' of the neuron (training data). This tuning curve was then used to predict the instantaneous firing rate of the neuron during the remaining 10% of the data (test data). Spatial binning was fixed (0.5 cm) and place field computed from the training data were smoothed with Gaussian kernels of different spatial variance. Spike trains that showed at least a maximum within the range of spatial smoothing (0.5 -25 cm) were best predicted with a spatial scale of 2-4 cms.
Unbiased spatial information. 500 control spike trains were generated for each neuron as random Poisson process depending only on the HD tuning curve of the actual neuron and instantaneous heading of the animal. The difference between the observed spatial information and the average spatial information from the random spike trains was defined as the unbiased information. This indicates the amount of spatial information that did not depend on the HD tuning of the neuron.
Behavioral bias. For each position, the histogram of orientation was computed as the histogram of the double values of animal's heading. This doubling transforms direction into orientation, e.g. 90° and 270° are, when doubled, both equal to 180° (modulo 360°). Average orientation values were computed as the direction of the resulting vector. Concentration factor was estimated by assuming the distribution followed a Von Mises' distribution (Fisher, 1993) .
Generalized Linear Model. Binned spike trains were regressed with different observables using a logarithmic 'link' function, assuming that spike trains are Poisson processes (Truccolo 2005; Harris, 2004) . To estimate the modulation by borders, binned spike trains were regressed on four binary variables indicating the presence of the animals along each of the wall (at less than 15 cms). The four corners were excluded. 'Border modulation' was defined as the maximal regression coefficient among the four coefficients associated with each wall. To estimate how this modulation was independent from spiking directly explained by the HD tuning curve, the neurons were additionally regressed on the instantaneous firing rate expected from the current heading of the animal and the neuron's HD tuning curve.
To estimate the modulation by egocentric signals, binned spike trains were regressed on position of the animal relatively to the walls, defined as two binary values indicating whether the nearest wall (at most 15 cms away) was on the right or left side of the animal (±60°). 'Egocentric modulation' was defined as the absolute difference between the regression coefficients associated with the wall on the right or the left of the animals. Similarly to the modulation by border, binned spike trains were additionally regressed on the instantaneous firing rate drawn from their HD tuning curve (as shown in Fig. 5c ).
To normalize the contribution of each variable, they were z-scored. In addition, binned spike trains were regressed on an additional constant term (of constant value). This is equivalent to making the resulting coefficients independent of neurons' firing rates.
Mathematically, this corresponded to determine the vector of unknown parameters β that best explained the firing rate λ i (t) of cell i at time t through the relation:
where X k (t) is the (z-scored) value of the kth observable (out of N) at time t, the term β i,0 captures the average activation of the neuron (equivalent to a parameter associated with an observable of constant value) and β i,k is the parameter associated with the kth observable for neuron i.
Synchronization score (presented in Figure 6 and S6). Cross-correlograms were convolved with a 10ms s.d. Gaussian window to determine the baseline where sub-millisecond interaction are smoothed out. The interval of confidence was determined by assuming the crosscorrelograms are drawn from Poisson distributions, evaluated at p<0.01. 
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